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JULIANNA BAGGOTT lives in Delaware and has published poems in Cream City Review, Nimrod, Black Warrior Review, Painted Pride Quarterly and many other journals.

KENDRA BORGMAN holds a BA in English with honors in Creative Writing from Brown University. She has three poems forthcoming in Grand Street. Currently, she divides her time between Massachusetts and Montana.

KATE BRAVERMAN'S ninth book is a collection of short stories, Small Craft Warnings (University of Nevada Press). She lives in exile in the Allegheny Mountains, an unrepentant outlaw and feminist renegade.

WENDY BRENNER is the author of the short storie collection Large Animals In Everyday Life (W.W. Norton, 1997), which won the Flannery O'Connor Award. Recently her work has appeared in Story, Oxford American, and New Stories From the South, 1998 (Algonquin). Brenner teaches in the MFA program at University of North Carolina-Wilmington.

CARA CHAMBERLAIN lives in the fabled but clear-cut North Woods where she teaches English at the University of Maine at Fort Kent. Several of her poems and stories are forthcoming in The Hollins Critic, Atom Mind and Sulfur River Literary Review, as well as other journals. She has received two Pushcart Prize nominations.

ANDREA CORNACHIO earned an MFA in fiction from the University of Oregon. Her stories have appeared in Primavera, Third Coast and Hawaii Review. She lives in Spokane, Washington, and is completing a collection of short stories.

MICHAEL DUMANIS will receive his MFA from the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop in May. This is his first national publication.
Mark Gibbons lives in Missoula with his wife and two children. He works as a furniture mover and truck driver when he's not teaching at the Missoula Writing Collaborative, The Very Special Arts Montana and the Montana Arts Council. His poems have appeared in Rattle, Thin Air and The Talking Review.

Arthur Franz IV is 25 years old and has been working at fiction diligently for the last seven years. In May of 1998, he received his MFA from Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos. Arthur has been most influenced by the short stories of Donald Barthelme and, though a native of New Orleans, now resides in Los Angeles, recording the customs of the natives.

Fred Haefle's fiction and essays have appeared in publications such as Missouri Review, Newsday, and The New York Times Magazine. Rebuilding the Indian, a memoir, was published by Riverhead/ Putnam in the spring of 1998.

Page Hodggen practices law in Missouri, Texas and Oklahoma. He has had stories published in Crescent Review, Laurel Review, Concho River Review, Xavier Review and others.

Melissa Huseman is a recent graduate of the Program in Creative Writing at the University of Alabama, and she's been published in Puerto del Sol, Green Mountains Review, New York Quarterly, Florida Review, American Literary Review and many others. She's also won an Academy of American Poets Prize and been nominated for a 1998-9 Pushcart Prize by American Literary Review.

David Lavender lives with his wife and two children in Carbondale, Colorado where he teaches English at the Colorado Rocky Mountain School. His fiction, which has appeared in numerous journals including Quarterly West and The Georgia Review, was cited for Honorable Mention in the O. Henry Award's prize anthology, The Best Stories of 1998.

Robert Hill Long teaches at the University of Oregon. His recent books are the prize-winning The Work of the Bow (Cleveland State, 1997), and The Effigies (Plinth Books, 1998), a collec-
tion of flash fictions/prose poems set in New Orleans. New work is current or forthcoming in Chelsea, Manoa, Urbanus, North Carolina Literary Review and The MacGuffin.


**Felipe Perez** is a Seattle-based painter and graphic artist who currently lives in Missoula with his son.

**Peter Richards**’ poems have appeared in *The Yale Review, Agni, Verse, Colorado Review, The Denver Quarterly* and other journals. He teaches creative writing at Tufts University and welds monsters and flowers in his free time. He lives in Somerville, Massachusetts.


**Jean-Mark Sens** was born in France and educated in Paris. He holds a degree in English from the University of Southern Mississippi, and currently teaches English at Ole Miss in Oxford. His poems have appeared in *International Poetry Review, Painted Bride Quarterly, Whiskey Island, Descant* and *Southern Poetry Review*.


**Carroll Susco** lives in Virginia. She has published stories in *Beloit Fiction Journal, Westbranch* and *Gulf Coast* among other places.
Guidelines for Artists and Writers

*CutBank* is interested in art, poetry, and fiction of high quality and serious intent. We regularly print work by both well-known and previously unpublished artists. All manuscripts are considered for the Richard Hugo Memorial Poetry Award and the A. B. Guthrie, Jr. Short Fiction Award.

♦ We accept submissions from August 15 until April 1. Deadline for the spring issue is November 15; deadline for the fall issue is April 1.

♦ Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for response or return of submitted material.

♦ Manuscripts must be typed or letter-quality printout, double-spaced, and paginated. To avoid possible loss or confusion, your name should appear on each page. We encourage the use of paper clips rather than staples.

♦ Prose writers should submit only one story or essay at a time, no longer than 10,000 words (40 pages).

♦ Poets may submit up to 5 poems at one time.

♦ Artists and photographers may submit up to 5 works at one time. Send slides or reproductions only; do not send original art.

♦ If a piece has been submitted simultaneously to another publication, please let us know.

♦ Please address all submissions to the appropriate editor—poetry, fiction, or art—at the following address:

CutBank  
Department of English  
University of Montana  
Missoula, MT 59812

Phone: (406) 243-6156  
Fax: c/o English Dept. (406) 243-4076  
E-mail: cutbank@selway.umt.edu  
On the web: http://www.umt.edu/cutbank/default.htm
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An invitation to subscribe to

**CutBank**

Montana's premier literary magazine
Published twice yearly

1 year only $12.00 ____
2 years only $22.00 ____
Back issues (see next page): ________________
Back issues are $4.00 each (except CutBank 40, which is $6.00)

Name _______________________________________
Address _____________________________________
City _________________ State _____ Zip _______

Please mail order form to:

**CutBank Subscriptions**
Department of English
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

Spring 1999
A prestigious national competition in the short story and the poem

THE MISSISSIPPI REVIEW
PRIZE ANNUAL

One thousand dollars in prizes, plus publication in the MR Prize Annual and on the MR web site. The deadline is May 30, 1999. There is a nonrefundable entry fee of $10 per entry (a story of 4000 words or less; 3 poems, to a maximum of 10 pages), and no limit on number of entries. Please put author’s name, address, phone, title of work, and ‘MR Prize’ on page one. Open to US writers except students/employees of USM. Previously published or accepted work ineligible. No $1000 in prizes $500 each in fiction & poetry, plus publication manuscripts returned. Winners will be announced in November 1999 (include SASE for list). The MR Prize Annual is available to competitors for $5.00; send order with your entry. Make checks payable to ‘Mississippi Review Prize.’ AA/EOE/ADA1.

Send entries to:
1999 MISSISSIPPI REVIEW PRIZE
BOX 5144, HATTIESBURG, MS 39406-5144
Some Contributors:

Jonis Agee * A.R. Ammons * Alison Baker
Carol Bly * Neal Bowers * Kathryn Stripling Byer
Henry Carlile * David Citino * David Clewell
Philip Dacey * Stephen Dunn * Charles Edward Eaton
Donald Finkel * Patricia Goedicke * Albert Goldbarth
Michael Heffernan * Jonathan Holden * Colette Inez
X.J. Kennedy * William Kloefkorn * Sydney Lea
Michael Martone * Heather Ross Miller
Howard Nemerov * Ed Ochester * Sharon Olds
Carole Oles * Greg Pape * Paula Rankin
Pattiann Rogers * Scott Russell Sanders
Reg Saner * Maurya Simon * Katherine Soniat
Marcia Southwick * William Stafford * Dabney Stuart
Mary Swander * Patricia Traxler * Ronald Wallace
James Whitehead * Nancy Willard * Miller Williams
Robley Wilson, Jr. * Paul Zimmer

SUBSCRIPTIONS: $8.00 per year, $14.00 for two years.
Available back issues: $3.50 each.
Make checks payable to GreenTower Press, Department of English,
Northwest Missouri State University, Maryville, MO 64468-6001

Financial assistance for this project has been provided by the
Missouri Arts Council, a State Agency.
**poetry** fiction **photography** essays reviews

"GMR is solid, handsome, comprehensive."  
**- Literary Magazine Review**

"GMR... has a strong record of quality work...many exciting new voices."  
**- Library Journal**

"GMR possesses character, vision and energy...The production is beautiful and the space crisp and clear."

**- Magazine Rack**

"One of the most beautifully done literary magazines. GMR spins an aura of creative energy, artful diversity, and thematic unity throughout its presentation."

**- Home Planet News**

GMR's 10th anniversary issue is a "jam-packed treasure-trove for poetry devotees...a spell-binding project that will entice the knowledgeable and enthral the novice."

**- Small Magazine Review**

---

**Best American Poetry - 1997**  
**Pushcart Prize - 1998**

$8.50/current issue  $14/one-year subscription  $21/two-year subscription

Make out check or money order to GMR and send to:
Green Mountains Review, Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656
Treat yourself. Treat a friend.

**NEW LETTERS**

"One of the best literary journals in this country."
Charles Simic, Pulitzer Prize for Poetry

*New Letters* quarterly has, for more than 60 years, published fiction, art, poetry and essays by the world's finest new and established writers, including Pulitzer Prize winners, National Book Award winners and Nobel Laureates.

"New Letters is one of the very few indispensable literary magazines."
— Susan Fromberg Schaeffer, novelist


**Magazine subscription rates**

- **Individuals:** $17 one year
- **$28 two years**
- **$55 five years**
- **Libraries:** $20 one year
- **$34 two years**
- **$65 five years**

*New Letters*, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, MO 64110
RECENT CONTRIBUTORS

Robert Abel
Albert Goldbarth
James Grabill
Robert Hass
Michael Heffernan
Mary Karr
Elizabeth Kirschner
Yusef Komunyakaa
Lisel Mueller
Naomi Shihab Nye
Carlos Reyes
Alberto Rios
Michael Van Walleghen
Bruce Weigl

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS:
ONE YEAR (TWO ISSUES), $10.50
TWO YEARS (FOUR ISSUES), $20.00
SPECIAL: SAMPLE ISSUE, $5.00

WILLOW SPRINGS

Eastern Washington University
526 - 5th Street, MS - 1
Cheney, WA 99004-2496
"ONE OF THE FIVE BEST SMALL MAGAZINES IN THE COUNTRY"

The Iowa Review

About to enter our twenty-ninth year, The Iowa Review publishes three issues a year of around two hundred pages each. Our issues of late 1998 and 1999 will feature essays on Robert Frost, a collection of new writing by Latin American poets, a novella by Doran Larson, plus new work from Laurence Goldstein, Russell Fraser, Cornelia Nixon, Albert Goldbarth, Fleda Brown Jackson, Pattiann Rogers, Elton Glaser, Jane Mead, Eric Pankey, Dean Young, Beth Simon, James McKean, Rebecca Lilly, Douglas Powell, Ruth Stone, and John Kerrigan, among others.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND RECEIVE ALL THREE ISSUES FOR $18 OR CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER AT 1-800-235-2665

308 English-Philosophy Building
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242